**MPI Graduate Studies Timeline**

- **Foundations I**
- **Pathophys or Immuno; Elective Courses**
- **Research Proposals; STMP**

**Committee Member selection**
**Arrange and take QEI**

**Attend MPI Journal Club, MPT, and Seminars relevant to your work**

**Committee Meeting**

**Proposal Preparation**
**QEII**

**F31/F30 deadline 12/08**

**Attend MPI Journal Club, MPT, and Seminars relevant to your work**

**Thesis Committee Meeting every 6 months**

**F31/F30 deadline 08/08**

**Thesis Work – Data acquisition: What is your work showing? Is it enough for a publication?**

**Attend MPI Journal Club, MTP and Seminars relevant to your work; Conference Attendance; BRET career fair**

**Thesis Work – You should be progressing towards a manuscript**

**Committee Meeting - discuss graduation timeline and career plans**

**Continue RCR training**

**Closed & Open Thesis Defense**

**Post-doc/Job Interview Prep/Interviews**

**Attend MPI Journal Club, MPT, and Seminars relevant to your work; Conference Attendance; BRET career fair**

**IDP due!**

**Continue RCR training**

**Closed & Open Thesis Defense**

**Post-doc/Job Interviews**

**Graduation**

**You need approval from the Dean to stay Longer than G7.**

**Be proactive! Let your DGS know if delays are anticipated or if an issue arises.**